Mouse mutants as models in endocrine research.
Although Shire (1979) has listed some forty-eight mouse mutants of interest to the endocrinologist, this short review has concentrated upon eleven mutations which have resulted in a significant number of scientific publications over the last 4 or 5 years. The selection of references has had to be limited, but it should be possible easily to expand the list given in this review. Although the proximate cause of none of the eleven mutations has been identified with certainty, the abnormalities of function have included hormone deficiencies and receptor and post-receptor malfunctions. It is perhaps a reflexion on our society in the 1980s, that the bulk of research has concentrated on the obese mouse. However, we still do not know the initial cause of this syndrome. The major disadvantage of the mouse to the hormone assayist lies in the small blood volume and the extreme difficulty in taking serial blood samples over a short period of time. With increased sophistication of assay techniques this may prove less daunting, but is an area where a review of the literature reveals discrepancies between laboratories, and even between data generated by the same laboratory at different times. With regard to the hormone content of endocrine tissues, the way forward for peptide-secreting glands may be in the measurement of mRNA levels for particular hormones. Certainly the methods of recombinant-DNA technology will yield positive information upon the aetiology and expression of some of the syndromes considered above. Organ transplantation is an area in which mutant mice have proved useful, for example gonadal, pituitary and pancreatic tissue transplantation. The grafting of neural tissue in the hpg mouse has added a further dimension to this field of research. The great infrastructure of genetical research in mice has enabled us to breed mutant genes onto different genetic backgrounds. This area of research is one which deserves to expand. The techniques of in vitro fertilization, chimera formation and embryo transfer have been used, in part, in studies on mouse mutants, and should provide technical means for further investigating gene expression. The family of dwarf mutants are ideally suited for research into the expression of genes micro-injected into the fertilized egg (see Charlton & Cox, 1983). As new hormones are isolated and become available for study these mouse mutants may well be useful in delineating physiological functions for natural and pharmacological products.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)